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The radial electric field observed in the edge 
region of the H -mode plasma is supposed to be con
nected with the improved confinement. There has 
been several biased limiter experiments to aim at 
the active control of the radial electric field. How
ever, the spatial structure of the electric field formed 
was not understood completely, since the transverse 
electrical conductivity and the current diffusivity 
are anomalous. 

We studied the modification of the potential in 
the edge/SOL plasma when we apply the voltage to 
the small movable limiter on JIPP Til-U tokamak. 
The electrode(made of C/C composite with 20% 
boron) is 30mm in diameter and 50mm in length 
and is inserted from the upper port(P8). Since the 
shaft is covered by a ceramic tube, we can apply 
voltage( -800V to +800V) to the limiter head only. 

The current from the limiter head(electrode) 
flows along the magnetic field line towards the main 
limiter of JIPP TII-U. In positive(or negative) bi
ased case, the current are determined by the ion sat
uration current lis at the main limiter( or at the elec
trode). lis is balanced out at the other side .pf the 
current channel Ie, which depends on the floating 
potential V1; I~ = I~ x (1-exp(v~~~ )), where v and 
Te are the applied voltage and the electron tempera
ture in the channel,respectively. Upper script repre
sents the position (1:electrode, 2:main limiter). We 
can obtain V1 using Ils = -t; (1). If we assume 
T1 = T? and I~ = ails (The surface of the inain 
limiter is a times larger than that at biased limiter), 
Eq.(l) leads to exp(v;,V')) + aexp(-;'1 ) =a+ 1. 
In the limit v ~ - Te, we obtain Vf = e const and if 
v >> Te, V1 ex exp(; ). Therefore, one can see that 
a positive floating potential can be achieved easily. 
These results agree well with the measured poten
tial near the electrode (Fig. 1). 

The potential formed by a small biased limiter 
· can not produce a homogeneous potential when it is 

set in the SOL region where the magnetic field lines 
are not closed. Floating potential at a Langmuir 
probe 180° away from the limiter poloidally shows 
that vf depends on the safety factor qa(Fig. 2); the 
potential changes only when the magnetic field lines 
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connect to the electrode. The width of the current 
channel(dx) is estimated; dx = 21radB = 21ra"i;rdq. 
In this case dx = 0.04 m. This is about as same as 
the size of the limiter head. The current in the SOL 
does not diffuse poloidally. The effect on the main 
plasma is small because very small area is affected 
by the biasing. When the limiter is set fully inside 
the LCFS, the effect of the biasing is still small ex
cept for the rapid edge cooling by the release of im
purities. The change of the electrostatic fluctuation 
will be discussed in the next article. 
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Fig.l: The floating potential is the SOL as a function of 
the bias voltage. Bt=2.8 T, lv=180kA, ne = 1 - 3 x 
1019m-3• Lines in the fig\lfe show the expected poten
tial by Eq. (1) with a = 6.5. 
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Fig.2: The floating potential measured by a Langmuir 
probe as a function pf the safety factor. 




